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They Killed My Lawyer
A story of Putin's Russia.

BY WILLIAM BROWDER  |  DECEMBER 22, 2009

Sergei Magnitsky was our attorney, and friend, who died under excruciating circumstances in a

Moscow pre-trial detention center on Nov. 16, 2009. His story is one of extraordinary bravery and

heroism, and ultimately tragedy. It is also a story about how Stalinism and the gulags are alive and

well in Russia today.

Ultimately Sergei died for a principle -- he died because believed in the

rule of law in Russia. When he stumbled upon an enormous fraud

against his clients and the Russian government, he thought he was

simply doing the right thing by reporting it. He never imagined that he

would die for his efforts.
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More...

The precise circumstances of his death are still unclear. We do know

Sergei died suddenly at the age of 37, after an 11-month detention. At

first, the detention center where he died said the cause of his death was

a rupture to his abdominal membrane, but on the same day the prison

officials changed their story, saying he had died of a heart attack. They refused his family's request to

conduct an independent autopsy. His diaries are reported to be missing.

Because Sergei is no longer alive to tell his story, I feel it is my duty to tell it for him. I am not a

writer or a journalist, but a fund manager at Hermitage Capital Management. I ran what was the

largest investment fund in Russia. Sergei was our Moscow-based outside counsel who worked for the

American law firm Firestone Duncan.

Sergei wasn't involved in politics, he wasn't an oligarch, and he wasn't a human rights activist. He

was just a highly competent professional -- the kind of person one could call up as the workday was

finishing at 7 p.m. with a legal question and he would cancel his dinner plans and stay in the office

until midnight to figure out the answer. He was a smart and honest man working hard to better

himself and to make a good life for his wife and two kids.

The tragic events that led to his death began on June 4, 2007. That day, 50 police officers from the

Moscow Interior Ministry raided Hermitage's and Firestone Duncan's offices, under the pretense of a

tax investigation into a Hermitage client company. There was no reason for the raid, as the company

they were investigating was regularly audited by the tax authorities, and they never found any

violations.

In the course of the raid, the police officers took away all the corporate seals, charters, and articles of

association of all of the fund's investment companies -- none of which had anything to do with their

search warrant. The significance of these seizures would only become apparent later.

In mid-October 2007, we got a telephone call from a bailiff at the St. Petersburg Arbitration Court

inquiring about a judgment against one of the fund's Russian companies. It was a strange call

because the company had never been to court and we knew nothing about any lawsuits or judgments

in St. Petersburg.

We called Sergei right away and asked him to look into this call. After researching the situation, he

came back to us with shocking news. He discovered that our investment companies had been sued

by shell companies that we had never done any business with based on forged and backdated

contracts. He also discovered that the fund's companies had been represented by lawyers that the

fund had never hired, and who proceeded to plead guilty to all the liabilities in the forged contracts.

As a result, the fund's companies were hit with court judgments for hundreds of millions of dollars.

On top of that, the fund's companies had been fraudulently re-registered in the name of a company

owned by a man convicted of manslaughter.

Most shockingly, when Sergei analyzed the forgeries and fraudulent re-registrations, he was able to

prove that they could have only been executed with the documents seized from our offices by the

Moscow Interior Ministry.

On the back of Sergei's discoveries, in early December 2007, we filed six 255-page complaints

outlining all the details of the frauds and the names of the police officers involved. The complaints

were filed with the heads of the three main law enforcement agencies in Russia. However, instead of

investigating, they passed the complaints straight back to the specific police officers named as

conspirators. Those officers then personally initiated retaliatory criminal cases against Hermitage

employees.

At this point, Sergei was becoming visibly angry. Sergei wasn't a dispassionate lawyer like many we

have encountered in the past. He was our advocate in the truest sense of the word.
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By the summer of 2008 it still wasn't clear why the police would be involved in such a complicated

scam against us. If the intention was to steal the fund's assets in Russia, they had failed because, by

the time our companies were stolen, the assets had been safely moved outside the country.

To help us find the answer, Sergei sent out more than 50 letters to different tax authorities and

registration offices requesting information on our stolen companies. Almost no one replied, but on

June 5, 2008, Sergei received a letter that broke the case wide open.

According to the letter, which was from tax authorities in Khimki, a suburb of Moscow, our stolen

companies had been re-registered in Khimki, and had opened bank accounts at two obscure Russian

banks. Once we learned about the banks, everything started to make sense. At those banks, Sergei

found a spike in deposits exactly equal to the taxes that the Hermitage Fund companies had paid in

2006. Apparently, the people who stole our companies did so to fraudulently obtain $230 million

that the Hermitage Fund companies had paid in taxes in 2006 by claiming that the sham court

judgments had wiped out their profits.

The refund of "overpaid taxes" -- the largest in Russian history -- had been granted by the Moscow

tax authorities in two days on Dec. 24 2007. The date of the wire transfer showed that it was carried

out in total disregard of the complaints the fund filed to the Russian authorities three weeks earlier.

Sergei didn't start out as an anticorruption crusader, but when corruption stared him in the face, he

felt compelled to do something about it. In July 2008, Sergei helped us prepare a detailed criminal

complaint about the stolen tax money, which was filed with seven different Russian government

agencies.

After our complaints were filed, the Interior Ministry officers who were involved in the fraud

retaliated by opening criminal cases targeting all the lawyers who represented the fund. The pressure

became so intense that six of our lawyers from four different law firms were forced to either leave the

country or to go into hiding.

The one lawyer who didn't leave Russia was Sergei. In spite of the clearly malicious activity by the

police, he was sure that he was safe because he had never done anything wrong or illegal. He believed

that the law of Russia would protect him.

His belief in justice was so strong that he went on to do something many people would be petrified to

even consider. On Oct. 7, 2008, he went to the offices of the Russian State Investigative Committee

(the Russian equivalent of the FBI) and testified against two officers of the Interior Ministry, Lt. Col.

Artem Kuznetsov and Maj. Pavel Karpov, for their involvement in the theft of $230 million. It was an

enormously brave move, and we feared for him that day. Amazingly, Sergei was the only person who

wasn't worried.

Just over a month later, three officers who directly reported to Kuznetsov went to Sergei's apartment

at 8 a.m. and arrested him. He was charged with being the director of two Hermitage Fund

companies that allegedly underpaid taxes in 2001. He was arrested even though the companies had

clean audits and Sergei had had no involvement with either of the companies in 2001. However, the

law didn't matter. The investigators had other plans for Sergei.

Sergei was brought to Pre-Trial Detention Center No. 5 in Moscow, but within months he was

transferred to a temporary detention facility with much harsher conditions, and then he was moved

seven times between four more detention centers until he was moved to Matrosskaya Tishina prison.

Each move was progressively worse, and we started to get word that he was being kept in very harsh

conditions. We heard about him being kept with eight other inmates in prison cells that only had

four beds so they had to sleep in shifts. We heard about how the prison authorities never turned the

lights off at night so even if he got a bed, it was almost impossible to sleep. Most disturbing of all, we
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got news that he was starting to lose weight precipitously. Since his arrest, he had lost 40 pounds.

On July 1, 2009, at Matrosskaya Tishina, Sergei was diagnosed with pancreatitis and gallstones. He

was told that he should be monitored closely, and that he would need a repeat examination and

surgery within a month. As he was preparing for a follow-up visit to the medical center, on

July 25, 2009, he was abruptly transferred to Butyrka prison, a maximum security facility known to

be one of the toughest in Russia.

At Butyrka, Sergei's condition deteriorated sharply, and he developed excruciating stomach pains.

He repeatedly asked the prison authorities, prosecutors, investigators, and the courts for medical

attention, and he was repeatedly denied it by all of them. At one point the pain became so intense

that he couldn't even lie down. His cellmate banged on the door for hours screaming for a doctor.

When one finally arrived, he refused to do anything for Sergei, telling him he should have obtained

medical treatment before his arrest.

We did what we could do to help him. We testified in front of the U.S. Congress about Sergei; we

asked the U.S. State Department and the British Foreign Office to bring his case up with the Russian

Foreign Ministry; we reached out to the professional associations; and we constantly provided

information to journalists to write about his situation. But none of it mattered within Russia. While

we were lobbying from the outside, they were putting more and more pressure on Sergei from the

inside.

His tormentors wanted to pressure him to withdraw his testimony against the police officers and

make false statements against himself and his client, the Hermitage Fund. Most cynically, they

specifically wanted him to take responsibility for the theft of $230 million that they had been stolen

from the state. As a lawyer and someone who believed in justice, there was no way he would be

pressured into perjuring himself no matter how much pain he had to endure. Instead, he wrote even

more complaints documenting the horrific torture he was being subjected to.

The more Sergei complained, the more the pressure increased. He was moved to cells where sewage

would spew up from the hole in the floor that served as the toilet. He was put in cells with no glass in

the windows to protect the inmates from the frigid Russian weather. The prison authorities denied

him any opportunity to shower, or simply access hot water. Worst of all they denied him any visits

from his wife or mother, or even the possibility to speak to his two young children on the telephone

for the 11 months he was in detention, which must have been truly heartbreaking for a man so

committed to his family.

Despite all this and more, he was never broken. During his 358 days in detention, Sergei and his

lawyers filed more than 450 complaints documenting all of the breaches of Russian law, and the

violations of his human rights. He wrote on behalf of himself and on behalf of other detainees. Few

people could have managed such a prodigious effort while being subjected to such physical torment.

Sergei didn't have access to an office, library, or a computer. He managed to do all this without even

a table to write on. Each time Sergei filed a complaint, it was rejected or simply ignored, but each

defeat just served to make him more indignant and determined. He was always the consummate

professional. There was never any emotion in his complaints, even after all the torture he endured.

They were crisp and exact.

Throughout this ordeal, Sergei stood true to his principles -- refusing to perjure himself and make

false statements against himself and his client -- no matter what new suffering was devised for him.

In the end, Sergei died suddenly in prison on Nov. 16, 2009. He entered prison a healthy 36-year-old

man, and 11 months later he was dead. Many questions remain, but what is clear is that the abuses

he suffered during his year in detention ultimately caused his death.

One can never judge the true character of a person until they are faced with extreme adversity. Most
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people, if faced with a far lesser challenge than Sergei, would have given in. But for Sergei, his

integrity and honor were more important than any physical pain he was suffering. Sergei was an

ordinary man who became an extraordinary hero. If we all could only show a fraction of the bravery

and fortitude Sergei did, the world would be a much better place. Sergei, his heroic fight, and the

ideals he stood for must never be forgotten.

God bless Sergei and his family.
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William Browder is the founder and CEO of Hermitage Capital Management, which was once the largest

investment firm in Russia.
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SONYTECH
3:35 PM ET

December 24, 2009

Heart breaking

One of the most heart breaking stories I have read on FP.com. I
hope something can be done to help Sergi's family and to get
posthomumorus justice on his behalf in some form. Please continue
fighting for his cause and know that I support him and your efforts.
Best,
Gabriel

 
XIAOJUN982711

10:24 PM ET
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Shocking!

I'm very sad about this story.In China,similiar cases are even
more,and I don't know when the real democracy,freedom and justice
will fall upon China.
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DA BUFFALO

AMONGST WOLVES
2:18 AM ET

December 25, 2009

It happens

A travesty, but truth be told it happens to 'unknowns' in US prisons
ALL the time.

I won't even bother pointing you to the references Tom... They're
quite easy to find.

Medical oversights by overworked staff, mis-medication... A suicide
due to inhumane conditions of a prisoner sentenced in Idaho who
died in a private Texas prison is one that got some media attention
a couple of years ago... His sheets hadn't been changed-out for a
year or two either. Corporate cost-cutting at it's finest.

The US is also the highest per-capita, OR raw numbers imprisoner
of it's citizens as well.

California, the state I live in is STILL stonewalling a federal court
order on IT''S overcrowded condition.

I could go on.

 
VONILAN

2:01 PM ET
December 26, 2009

Really?

Medical oversights? Overcrowding? Corporate cost-cutting?

I'm sorry, but the issues you describe completely miss the
point of this article. American prisoners, regardless of the
conditions they are subject to, are still imprisoned after being
subject to legal processes. The issue at stake here really isn't
how bad the prisons in Russia are, but the blatant disregard
for rule of law Russian authorities have displayed. The fact
that the Russian government was implicitly involved in the
attempted takeover of a business is bad enough, but when an
innocent citizen's life is taken simply because he attempts to
stand against injustice, that is a true violation of the respect
for human rights we have come to expect from a developed
nation in the 21st century.

I could even argue against the supposedly bad conditions of
American prisons as compared to Russian ones, but I won't.
The real tragedy here is not that Sergei was treated badly in
prison; the tragedy is that he was treated badly even though
he did the right thing.

 

RKERG
2:33 AM ET

December 25, 2009

Russia is a thugocracy

Russia is a thugocracy. There is no rule of law. Journalists have
been getting murdered for turning up dirt on corrupt officials, and it is
not unusual for foreign companies to have their assets taken. With
all this being common
knowledge, I am somewhat amazed at the naivete of the author of
this article and his poor lawyer.
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So Sad....

The thing about this story is, that yes, Sergei was truly a very very
diligent, ambitious, and pro justice man. It is so sad to hear about his
stroy, one of the saddest stories of the ending of a life Ive ever
known....

Yes, while maybe the commenter above me says "it happens", id
like to see someone he knows have that happen.

In the day and age we live in this is so unacceptable. They shouldve
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just assasinated him, just like the Russian agent Alexander
litvinenko in london three years ago who was going to release
corruption and scandalous information. At least then this poor man,
no this hero, wouldnt have died and suffered in such a way. to Have
so many people follow his trail and to fight for him.

Mr. Browder, i think another good way to get Sergeis case on the
global populus' attention would have been Facebook, and Tv
channels.
It would have created a global movement for his cause possibly.
Just like the Newsweek journalist Maziar Bahari who was held in a
prison in solitary confinement and tortured in Iran without having
done anything wrong. It was the media movement, TV, facebook
that got him out and he lived to tell his story to Fareed Zakaria on
GPS.

This story is truly so sad, i admire Mr. Sergei Magnitski for his
vigilance, bravery, and honor. God does not forgive those who take
lives in this manner, those who are responsible will one day get
what is coming for them, and Sergei will get his vengeance.

My heart goes out to Sergei family, and their terrible loss.

 
RKERG

8:45 PM ET
December 27, 2009

Nope

I didn't say that "it happens", what I said was that the actions
taken
by the attorney were well documented to be VERY RISKY in
RUSSIA
which is a THIRD WORLD COUNTRY with nukes. Closer to
Zimbabwe than Sweden if you get my drift.

 

JIM6363
8:16 PM ET

December 26, 2009

terrible

I am sorry to hear of this, however, it happens worldwide. In this
case the author notes that they had rescued their assets therefore I
feel the lawyer and his family could have gotten out of country to
continue the fight before he was arrested. I am currently serving four
years of felony probation for not keeping my mouth shut when an oil
company decided to put in a natural gas well across the street from
my house. I called the cops when they climbed my fence without
permission to survey, I called when my mailbox was destroyed
thrice, I called when they threatened to kill my dogs in my yard and I
called when one of their trucks ran me off the road. One night after
midnight the cops pulled up when I went out to see what was up I
immediately was told face down on the ground or we will shoot, I
was cuffed then one of them walked to my fence and threatened to
shoot my dogs if they did not shut up. I told them if they killed my
dogs you best kill me also or I will kill you both. Wrong thing to say
it just came out before I thought. According to their report they had
gotten a call that someone was in my yard threatening to throw
rocks at one of the oil company employees as he left the site across
the street in a pick-up. As the officers explained to me later and
then my so called public defender I am a disabled US veteran who
pays minimal taxes where as this oil company has drilled six wells in
this area and pay a lot to the local government so keep your mouth
shut. I am now a felon who threatened cops while lying face down
handcuffed in my own driveway. Money talks service to country or
honesty counts for nothing.

 
KOSIPOV

9:38 PM ET
December 26, 2009

>>It is also a story about

>>It is also a story about how Stalinism and the gulags are alive and
well in Russia today.

It is difficult to convey the depth of my disgust after reading the
above sentence from the first paragraph of the article. I share both
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Russian and Jewish heritages and to my dismay I frequently
encounter writings that belittle the history of Holocaust. In
comparison, Stalinism and gulags are less known to the Western
audience and it is much easier for opportunistic and agenda driven
writers to use events of 1930s Soviet Union to scare uninformed and
impressionable readers. It is just as despicable to use Holocaust as
Stalinist atrocities to score points against political opponents. A
death of a single lawyer behind bars or the deaths of numerous
enemies of the modern Russian state should never be compared to
systematic killing of millions of innocent people.

Foreign Policy magazine editors should resign for allowing to publish
drivel hurtful to lives of so many people.

 
TRAVELLER42

12:53 AM ET
December 29, 2009

Well said, KOSIPOV

I share your disgust with those who compare the events of
1930s Soviet Union with Putin's Russia today. I have visited
Russia five times and spoken with many Russians about
Putin. Putin has huge support among the population -
something like an 80% approval rating last time I checked. So
to suggest that Russia today resembles the Russia of the
1930s is absurd in the extreme. I can only suspect that
Foreign Policy magazine is criticizing Putin every chance they
get because Putin effectively pulled the oil and gas
concessions that had been awarded to American and British
oil companies (concessions that every Russian I have spoken
to was thoroughly convinced were awarded as a result of
bribery of government officials).

Russia has very serious issues with its governance - but it is
far from a Stalinist dictatorship. In addition to the US
governments civil rights abuses of Khalid El-Masri raised by
the commentator above, there is this "top 10 civil liberties
violations of 2006" list compiled by Dahlia Lithwick of Slate:
http://www.slate.com/id/2156397/

Perhaps FP magazine would like to do a fact based
comparison of the civil rights abuses perpetrated by Putin with
those perpetrated by G. W. Bush? No, I think they will instead
stick with writing slanted and sensationalist articles like the
one above.

 

RADBADGER
7:31 PM ET

December 27, 2009

Alexander Solzhenitsyn

A. S. was in some of these places mentioned in which conditions
have only worsened since Cathryn The Great and Tzar Nicholus ran
things. The Gulag is a beast so large and long that it may never be
stopped. What is poignant for U. S citizens to me is how slowly but
surely our system is becoming legally in line with the Russian one.
The confess to one charge or be faced with ten is'nt quite as bad as
confess or endure torture, but it is getting there. Private ownership
of prisons and expanded legalization of using prisoners as a work
force is what the system in Russia was based. As our dominate
corporate culture strengthens demand for free labor might easily be
something we will be encountering more than we are already. Our
hero who as just passed on in the Russian holding cells was fighting
all of our battle against corporate gangsterism which is a world wide
scourage.

 
KOOLAU

11:23 PM ET
December 27, 2009

War

Why don't we bomb the Kremlin with Putin and his lackeys in them?
I know that would start a war, but if we can cut the head off, I'm
pretty sure we could destroy their army, navy and air force.

The US doesn't need to occupy, just rain terror and destruction
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indiscriminately to cause mass chaos, rioting, disease and zombie
infestation.

Once the zombies appear, entire cities will be eaten and then the
Chinese can clean it up and make more toys for our children.

 
NKT

8:17 AM ET
December 28, 2009

3arabsoft

i agree with TRANSTRIST it's the 3arabsoft wrong place guys

 
UZBEKPOLICY

7:29 PM ET
December 28, 2009

Yeah, That's Russia.

Even though I heard about Sergei for the first time, the story itself
sounded so much familiar. You can virtually put any name instead of
Sergei's and it still will be true because this is how The System in
Russia works -- hell, a slice of stale bread and hell again.

That's KGB's Russia, that's Putin's Russia, it hasn't changed a bit
since the collapse of the Soviet empire. Nor did many other ex-
Soviet countries. Take Uzbekistan, for example, lawyers, journalists
or simply truth-loving citizens are being subjected to EXACTLY the
same routines in pre-detention everyday. This is a Soviet heritage
that became a norm for the law enforcement in these countries.

It's like what one of my former Russian professors said (only half-
joking) while taking an oral examination on criminal procedural law
class -- "if I stick to the protocol, I would have to beat you in your
livers to obtain the needed confession from you, my dear."

With Love from Russia.

 
UZBEKPOLICY

8:20 PM ET
December 28, 2009

correction

the professor said "...to obtain the answers", not "confession". But I
think he meant both.

 
MANYAKPISCO

12:36 PM ET
January 15, 2010

are reported to be

are reported to be missing.

Because Sergei is no longer ali-indirmeden izle-inndir-albüm
indir-liseli kizlar-sex-firikik-yesilcam pornosu-anal sikis-macini
izle-full indir-canli sikis--uzun pornolar----full porno indir-----18lik
porno--canli porno kanallari--ve to tell his story, I feel it is my duty to
tell it for him. I am not a writer or a journalist, but a fund manager at
Hermitage Capital Management. I ran what was thünlü pornosu-
xvideos--vidyo---">günlükfilm----ünlü pornosu-
-----
e largest investment fund in Russia. Sehemsire sikisrgei was our
Moscow-based outside counsel who worked for the American law
firm Firestone Duncan.

Sergei wasn't involved in politics, he wasn't an oligarch, and he
wasn't a human rights activist. He was just a highly competent
professional -- the kind of person one could call up as the workday
was finishing at 7 p.m. with a legal question and he would cancel his
dinner plans and stay in the office until midnight to figure out the
answer. He was a smart and honest man working hard to better
himself and to make a good life for his wife a
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